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NOTICE: Realistic Bug Out Handbag, 2nd Edition: Prepared to Survive is now available. The 2nd
edition is significantly revised, comprehensive, and updated at over 600 pages. Realistic Bug
Out Handbag by Max Cooper units itself apart from many other comparable books. You
cannot believe that in a bug out situation you will be able to use your 4x4 and travel to your
bug out area. Too many people solely focus on loading up their handbag before zippers are
going to rip apart. Chances are gridlock or other road conditions will render your automobile
useless. This book addresses the reality of bug out hand bags. Their bags are as well full and
way too heavy to travel by walking. Way too many people have their bug out handbag stored
in their home incorrectly believe that they are prepared to bug out…but they are not. Yet, many
folks have never stepped outside the comfort of their house and carried their bug out bag on
their back. For these unprepared individuals failure is an extremely real reality. Practical Bug
Out Bag covers aspects you need to know in order to bug out including a very useful “Bug Out
Bag Assessment” which will provide you a good idea of how ready you are to immediately
bug out. It really is about your decision making ability to know and understand the
cost/benefit ratio of each piece of equipment that you decide to put into your bug out bag.
This book is not about lists although some lists are included. You may have to travel on foot
and you must have a bug out bag that you can realistically carry. Read Practical Bug Out Bag
to discover why you tend to be more than likely not prepared to bug out and how you can
remedy your situation. Finding out that you will be not adequately prepared during a bug out
event can be a preventable failing…this book may be the prevention! This is an absolute must
have reserve for your preparedness reference library.
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. I finally decided to buy this one after reading reviews. In search of a guide to help build your
first bug away bag? Cooper hits the nail on thehead by reinforcing the idea that you may have
to bug out on foot for a bunch ofreasons. For this reason, not merely must your handbag be
light nevertheless, you need to be incondition to walk for an unfamiliar period of time. Too
many books focus solely onlists of items to put in your bag without very much insight or
concern of otherfactors..Aspects about this book that I love include:+ The focus is on reality
rather than theory+ Provides excellent tips on how to test thoroughly your capability and
conditioning+ Discusses different variables that may impact your capability to effectively
bugout+ Advocates using written goals and a resource (I've yet to findanother BOB publication
that targets using goals – great idea)+ Stresses that food is a necessary element of your bug
out bag despite the fact that itis possible to survive up to thirty days without food+ Provides a
different method of your actual handbag. Many books focus on blendingin but Cooper
provides another choice. When it found a couple of groups I was undecided about what items
were greatest. I have learned that the subject of bugout luggage, preparedness, each day
carry, etc. is indeed huge and diverse that onebook won't hit on every feasible topic. The same
applies to this book. I've been building Bug Out Bags for my entire large family for the past
couple of months.Highly recommended! In search of a guide? Not quite satisfied? Lack the
confidence in your present bug out bag? Although I am no stranger to this issue ofbug out
bags I picked up lots of gems in this publication. This is THE Show you want. Lack the
confidence? Look no further. Not really quite satisfied with your present bug out bag? Not
want .. Contains realistic, rational reasons for items to become included, or excluded.
Awesome I love it. Found much more detailed info for free on the Net. You won't find
particular lists of stuff designed to just fill up any old bag, thus giving you a false sense of
security and self-confidence. Not merely will you learn the thing you need in your bug out
bag, become familiar with the correct test methodology to verify your bag provides what you
need. And when testing exposes a problem, you will know what you ought to do to make it
right.. Interesting read. I guess I won't be taking that ... Interesting read. I guess I will not be
taking that kitchen sink as I decided. Max can't express it even more obviously, lighten your
load. Excellent book. Covered much more information than I experienced .. This book is very
“reality” based which cannot be overlooked especiallyif you ever need to bug from foot.
Excellent book. Covered much more details than I had anticipated. Strongly suggested for
anyone setting up their very own bug out bag. Good book Great to remain prepared, good
insightful reserve that people all should go through and learn from. Five Stars great book very
realistic Very Disappointed.. Took only an hour to examine. Max can help you make the proper
decisions to build the bag that will support your needs in your unique situation and
environment. I almost feel awful about giving this one star, however, not as awful as I do about
the money I wasted.But, if you are searching for a really realistic view of bugging out this book
isyour resource. This has been a very time consuming and expensive project..+ Has a 21
question bug out assessment to keep you focused on your skills andneeds+ Filled with
valuable nuggets of info that you may not have previouslythought about+ Discusses the
realities of bugging out with kids and the elderly+ Offers a set of resources+ Good usage of
photosOverall Assessment:Realistic Bug Out Handbag by Max Cooper is one of the greatest
bug out books that I actually haveread on the topic and I've read a lot. So I looked for an
extremely rated book on this subject. There are a flood of books on the topic with many being
veryshort in length, quality, and insight. I was truly disappointed. Extremely basic information.
Read whole book in only over an hour. Do not buy. I needed suggestions with reasons as to

the reasons one choice will be much better than another, but rather got that which was
basically a list of items that can be bought for each category. I currently knew what the
purchase options were.. Four Stars It is minimal.I wanted to know which ones were best and
why, but that details was not given for me. I found the pages about drinking water purification
especially lacking in information and choices. Save your money and spend a couple of hours
reading some of the many sites available for free online. An extremely nice reference supply
for putting together a Bug Out Handbag that is functional. Sad to say this book really offered
me nothing at all in the form of advice or useful info. Five Stars Great Book!!!! A very nice
reference supply for putting together a Bug Out Bag . Simplistic, uninformative reserve. I've
have read sites and product critiques about BOB bags to educate myself about the best way
to put together the BOBs. Also browse the reviews for the products you are considering for
your BOB because they will offer many insights into what works and why.. Great practical tips I
have several books on bug out hand bags and this you have great practical tips and concepts
that I am buying into! 4 stars but really could be 5.. need. Four Stars OK book and no useful
information arrived of it Sorry, I was under the impression that this would give me personally
more information, however the writer repeats itself again and again, no useful information
arrived of it..Actuality Based Bug Out Book Realistic Bug Out Bag by Max Cooper is definitely
one of the better bug away bagbooks available. Could have suit contents in a large pamphlet.
Max has written a gem with this one...
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